Intraocular fluid-air exchange reduces retinal ganglion cell activity.
To demonstrate the influence of intraocular fluid-air exchange on retinal ganglion cell activity. In two cats lensectomy and vitrectomy were performed in a two-step approach 2 weeks prior to recording experiments. To measure retinal activity, up to two fiber microelectrodes were inserted via a scleral port. Precise micromanipulator positioning of the electrodes' tips onto the inner retinal surface were verified by ophthalmoscopy and simultaneous electrical recording. Neuronal activity of the retina was continuously recorded with or without visual stimulation. We maintained the intraocular pressure constant at 29 mm Hg. Fluid-air exchange and fluid refill were performed with an infusion tube integrated in the manipulator and slowly to avoid direct mechanical/stream-based damage of the retina. We found that fluid-air exchange leads to a rapid reduction of spontaneous as well as visually evoked retinal ganglion cell activity. The activity started to diminish within few minutes, and then it halved approximately every 3 min. Even 1 h after eye fluid refill, the retinal activity recovered only partially. Decrease in retinal activity after fluid-air exchange can be explained by mechanical stress-induced drying of the inner retinal surface and by potential changes of extracellular ion concentration. Since even moderate airstream-based fluid-air exchanges can lead to retinal damage, the surgeon should minimize the quantity of air passing open sclerotomy sites until a better understanding of the retinal effects of this essential technique in modern vitrectomy is available.